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Imitation, Intertextuality and 
the Minerva Pr ess Novel
Hannah Doherty Hudson•
In a passage near the end of Northanger Abbey, in what may well now be 
the most famous literary characterisation of Minerva Press gothic, Jane Austen 
refers archly to the ‘charming’ works of Mrs Radcliffe and ‘all her imitators’.1 
The novels of Ann Radcliffe (1764–1823), in particular The Mysteries of Udolpho 
(1794), are discussed throughout Austen’s tale as the favoured reading material 
of its unlikely heroine, Catherine Morland. But Northanger Abbey’s premise 
also depends on our awareness of a much larger body of texts, among them 
those ‘hundreds and hundreds’ of novels that Catherine’s suitor Henry Tilney 
claims to have read (p. 108), as well as the group of seven ‘all horrid’ novels 
recommended to Catherine by her friend Isabella Thorpe (p. 33).2 Although 
Austen only periodically mentions specific titles of contemporary novels, and 
never emphasises a particular publisher as their source, her readers would no 
doubt have recognised the Minerva Press—the most prolific publisher of novels 
in Austen’s lifetime and the publishing house behind six of the seven ‘Horrid’ 
novels—in her satirical depiction of the recent rage for popular fiction.3 
Austen’s reference to Radcliffe and ‘all her imitators’ can thus be seen, from 
a modern scholar’s perspective, both as a satirical characterisation of an all-
too-familiar group of novels and as a record of a historical mode of describing 
those same texts. For, although her iteration of it is probably the best known 
to a twenty-first-century reader, Austen was not the coiner of this phrase, and 
she was far from the last to use it. This essay reconsiders and reorients the seem-
ingly familiar language of ‘imitation’ as it has been used to describe the novel 
of the 1790s, arguing not only that a broader and more nuanced understanding 
of ‘imitation’ is essential to our understanding of the Romantic era’s popular 
(and not-so-popular) fiction, but that the very notion of ‘imitation’ should be 
understood as a crucial fulcrum in the ongoing Romantic debate over the literary 
status of the novel. Following Austen’s lead, I take the idea of gothic imitation 
as a starting point for thinking about imitation more broadly: ‘imitation’, as I 
show, is a double-edged sword, often wielded against the popular novelist but 
also deliberately employed by her. Recent scholarship on book history, popular 
fiction and the gothic has already begun to re-evaluate many of the novels so 
frequently dismissed, then and now, as mere imitations. In this essay, I explore 
some of the many ways in which novelists used imitation quite consciously, not 
least as a means of reaching out to a community of readers who understood 
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imitation’s function differently.4 I suggest that the fiction produced by the 
Minerva Press’s novelists is deeply entwined with the press’s status as Britain’s 
highest-producing novel publisher, in that the form and function of Minerva’s 
novels stem from their collective identity: each novel is produced and consumed 
specifically as one of many.
I am far from alone in noting that the popular fiction of the 1790s and early 
1800s seems to be unusually—perhaps even uniquely—interconnected. Elizabeth 
Neiman has recently described Minerva Press novelists as ‘develop[ing] their 
own model of collective authorship’, in which these writers ‘[link] their works 
to the codes and conventions of formula’, ‘connect their writings to seminal 
literary and philosophical texts’ and ‘[connect] with each other over space and 
time via a market-driven system of exchange’.5 Deidre Lynch describes a slightly 
different kind of interconnectedness, noting the gothic’s affinity for literary 
referentiality and writing that these novels ‘are remarkable [...] for the density 
of their intertextual allusions’,6 while Melissa Sodeman explores the connec-
tion of women writers to the popular marketplace, arguing that their novels 
‘memorialize the literary–historical conditions of their writing’.7 Other scholars 
including Franz Potter, Anthony Mandal, Diane Long Hoeveler and Edward 
Jacobs have considered various facets of the Romantic novel’s remarkable web 
of relationships.8 Here, I examine this interconnectedness specifically in terms 
of ‘imitation’: how was imitation used to characterise popular fiction in this 
period, and what did these characterisations imply? Even more importantly, how 
does embracing, rather than rejecting, the label of ‘imitation’ and seeing it as 
a rich and flexible practice rather than just a restrictive critical discourse allow 
us to better understand the fiction of the period? James Watt has shown how 
Minerva gothic novels in particular have long been dismissed as ‘symbols of mass-
produced uniformity’; I suggest that we should, instead, value their variations 
within the constraints of commodity form as uniquely compelling attributes.9 
While the distinctiveness of certain plot elements and the presence of the 
highly visible Radcliffe made the gothic a prime target for dismissive claims of 
imitation, I close this essay by briefly showing how widely the concept applies 
to Minerva novels across genres—and, I would ultimately suggest, to networks 
of novels across publishers. In so arguing, I simultaneously make a claim for 
the importance of continued introspection on and innovation in our own criti-
cal methods. In an age where we are deluged with print in ways never before 
seen, where fan fiction, hyperlinks, literary prizes and reader-generated reviews 
(among many other phenomena) force us to grapple on a daily basis with issues 
of originality, multiplicity, reputation and excess, the critical problems raised by 
the Minerva Press and its novels are newly urgent. Despite the drastic changes 
in the conditions of reading and authorship since the Romantic period, we still 
recognise both the anxiety inspired by too many texts and too little time, and 
the generative creativity and pleasure to be found in a like-minded literary com-
munity. Literary overwhelm necessitates categorisation and systems of selection, 
which, as in the Minerva Press’s era, tend to be strongly inflected by perceptions 
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of genre related to gender and prestige. Considering the foundations of these 
perceptions in the mass-produced novel’s early decades may shed new light on 
our present-day reading circumstances; conversely, recognising the inseparability 
of concerns about literary quantity and literary quality—and acknowledging 
the broad range of possible responses to such concerns—suggests new scholarly 
approaches to the literature of the past.
‘Imitators of Radcliffe’
William Lane’s London publishing business was relatively well established, but 
not yet famous, when he founded the Minerva Press in 1790.10 His new busi-
ness model was uniquely well timed to capitalise on—and contribute to—the 
meteoric rise of a new genre: the gothic novel. Ann Radcliffe published her 
first novel, The Castles of Athlin and Dunbayne, in 1789; this was followed by 
A Sicilian Romance (1790), the very successful The Romance of the Forest (1791) 
and then her best-known works, The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) and The Italian 
(1797).11 During the very same years that the Minerva Press grew from fledgling 
press to publishing behemoth, capturing fully one-third of the market for novels, 
Radcliffe’s fame, and the popularity of the gothic novel, increased exponentially. 
While this synchronicity has often been attributed straightforwardly to Rad-
cliffe’s critical success—and her works indubitably inspired direct responses 
of numerous kinds, stage adaptations and poems, as well as novels12—such an 
explanation not only overstates the coherence and uniformity of the ‘gothic’ 
and minimises the contributions of countless individual authors, but it obscures 
the multilayered connections between authors, works and motifs that, as I will 
suggest here, characterise the period’s popular fiction. The extent to which any 
early 1790s novels should be seen as ‘imitative’ of Radcliffe’s work is currently 
being challenged by scholars including Yael Shapira, who points to the significant 
divergences from Radcliffe in the novels of Minerva authors like Isabella Kelly 
and, in forthcoming work, reconsiders Radcliffe’s place in gothic chronology.13 
In this essay, I take a different approach to the idea of imitation—and, indeed, 
to the idea of ‘the gothic’. I am less concerned with the genealogy or definition 
of genre—who published what first; how gothic is the gothic?—than with 
the explicit and implicit ways that the novels I analyse do function as (by my 
definition) imitations. That is, they form a body that is explicitly referential 
and shares key identifiers, allusions and genre markers, but they also challenge 
the idea of isolated genius and, most importantly, the notion that imitation 
is or must be abject or culturally disempowered.14 I follow the long-standing 
critical habit of identifying this group of novels, which do undeniably share a 
number of distinctive attributes, as ‘gothic’ in this essay in order to illuminate 
how the repetition—or imitation—of recognisable tropes produces genres that 
are recognisable to the reader as such. As I will suggest, however, a sustained 
examination of imitation-as-practice ultimately reveals genre itself as porous 
and protean rather than fixed, and constantly evolving in relation to past works 
and reader expectations.
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If there are two sides to the story of gothic imitation, the better-known one 
is clearly that espoused by numerous scornful critics. It is not at all difficult to 
find examples of 1790s reviewers lending credence to Austen’s depiction of the 
literary landscape as a sea of nameless imitations. The Abbey of St Asaph (1795), 
declared the Critical Review in 1795, was composed ‘[i]n humble imitation of the 
well-known novels of Mrs. Radcliffe’;15 by 1797, a reviewer at the Monthly Visi-
tor would write of a particularly unfortunate novel: ‘This work, as an imitation 
of Ann Radcliffe, is perhaps one of the most despicable performances that ever 
appeared’.16 Even more straightforwardly pejorative was the Critical Review’s 
claim that it was a severe ‘penance’ for enjoyment of earlier novels to be forced 
to review ‘such vapid and servile imitations as the Orphan of the Rhine, and 
other recent romances’.17 Such uses of ‘imitation’ clearly function not only to 
identify supposed similarities between texts, but to place the ‘imitations’ in a 
subordinate literary position to a more valorised ‘original’.
‘Since Mrs. Radcliffe’s justly admired and successful romances, the press has 
teemed with stories of haunted castles and terrors; the incidents of which are so 
little diversified, that criticism is at a loss to vary its remarks’, wrote one reviewer 
in the Critical Review in 1796.18 Although this now famous remark is often used 
in contemporary criticism as a straightforward indictment of the fiction of the 
age, for the purposes of my argument, it is the reviewer’s comments about critical 
unoriginality that seem remarkably prescient. A genre-specific identification of 
a literary fashion was clearly also functioning as a convenient catch-all phrase, 
designed to dismiss the works discussed as ‘imitations’ and to effectively exclude 
them from the realm of literary criticism. Reliance on this formula could be a 
shorthand with which critics—possibly anxious about the increasing numbers 
of novels taxing their review capacity—could categorise and dismiss at least one 
substantial group of them.19 As Megan Peiser notes in her essay in this issue, 
summing up Minerva novels pejoratively as a ‘class’ or ‘tribe’ of their own—often 
using originality as a criterion for so doing—was common practice in the era’s 
major reviews (see p. 130 of this issue). While Austen’s defence of novelists in 
Northanger Abbey wryly critiques such blanket dismissals, these summations 
have had lasting effects: later scholars have seized on the formulation ‘imitators 
of Radcliffe’, perpetuating it widely and often uncritically.20 In the next section, 
I examine some of these ‘imitations’ themselves, arguing that whereas the charge 
of imitation became grounds for dismissal, for a clear verdict of ‘not-literature’ 
on the part of reviewers, the books themselves showcase the imitative mode in 
order to capitalise on the narrative possibilities of genre. This opposition arises 
from the advent of mass production and mass consumption: critics identified 
overwhelming volume—the ‘innumerable’ gothics—as a symbol of non-value, 
but the novels use their own strength in numbers as a symbol of literary power.
Gothic Machinery and Generic Expectations
Writing the preface to her gothic novella, The Castle of Kolmeras, in 1804, 
Stéphanie-Félicité de Genlis explicitly acknowledged the perceived relationship 
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between the genre in which she wrote and Ann Radcliffe. As soon as Kolmeras 
was published, she declared:
I shall speedily publish another under the title of The Castle of Ben-
theim […] [which] I found ready to my hands, and all in a fine state 
of ruin, on the road from Hamburgh […] As I went over it, I thanked 
heaven that Mrs. Radcliffe had not been there before me; for she 
could not have failed to take possession of so fine a groundwork for 
a Romance.21 
It may surprise a modern reader, especially one who has just read through the 
litany of criticism aimed at novelists who wrote in a Radcliffean vein, to find 
the author mentioned so unabashedly as a model and potential competitor. In 
fact, however, such a reference is quite characteristic of the Minerva gothic, and 
exemplifies the way that Minerva novelists perform literary influence. Here, liter-
ary inspiration (the ‘groundwork for a Romance’) is not only physically concrete, 
it is characterised as accessible by any one of a network of authors, each aware 
of the others, familiar with the tropes their novels share and equally capable of 
capitalising on a new source of inspiration. Referencing the castle’s ready-to-
hand ‘machinery’—‘It was besieged in 1794, its walls are battered with cannon, 
several of its apartments are yet stained with blood, its courts are full of human 
bones, &c.’ (p. 4)—De Genlis invites satirical recognition of these well-known 
motifs, but also suggests that Radcliffe herself is no less dependent on them than 
any other gothic writer. The idea of ‘imitation’, in other words, is not denied, 
rebuffed or shamefacedly acknowledged; rather, it is openly invoked as a kind 
of kinship among authors and a source of humorous familiarity for readers.
Reviewers, of course, did not necessarily share this perspective, and the 
use and reuse of recognisable gothic formulae form one of the most frequent 
targets of gothic criticism. Just as The Abbey of St Asaph was said to be ‘duly 
equipped with all the appurtenances of ruined towers, falling battlements, moats, 
draw-bridges, Gothic porches, tombs, vaults, and apparitions’,22 another novel, 
Dusseldorf; or, the Fratricide (1798), was summed up with the remark: ‘It seems 
to be agreed that those who write on the horrific plan must employ the same 
instruments—cruel German counts, each with two wives—old castles—private 
doors—sliding pannels—banditti—assassins—ghosts, &c.’23 When discussing 
The Wanderer of the Alps (1797), the Critical Review referred to ‘the hackneyed 
and borrowed machinery of haunted castles, skeletons, banditti, &c.’24 Whether 
characterised as ‘appurtenances,’ ‘ingredients’ or ‘machinery’, descriptions 
like these reinforce the idea that the gothic novel depends on certain highly 
predictable topoi. What such a formulation leaves out entirely, however, is 
the potential that such set elements provide for creative variation.25 Precisely 
because certain ‘ingredients’ of these gothic fictions are so predictable, authors 
were able to meaningfully alter and destabilise them to create a range of effects. 
Predicating their experiments on an assumed readership intimately familiar 
with the ‘norms’ of the genre, Minerva’s authors undermine and repurpose the 
gothic conventions they employ.
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If castles, banditti and ghosts create the mandatory backdrop for a gothic tale, 
the unfortunate young women who encounter them are no less central—and 
no less stereotyped. Marilyn Butler sums up the situation thus:
The commonest of all plots of the eighteenth-century Gothic novel 
involves a frail protagonist in terrible danger. She […] is placed in a 
hostile, threatening, mysterious environment, usually so prodigiously 
large that it dwarfs her; she is made prisoner; she is threatened by 
individuals who should protect her.26 
Unsurprisingly, then, given the trends I have outlined, Minerva authors fre-
quently use their heroines to play up, and to question, gothic stereotypes. This 
pattern is evident in three best-selling gothic novels by two of the Minerva press’s 
best-known gothic novelists: The Castle of Wolfenbach (1793) and Lucy (1794) by 
Eliza Parsons, and Clermont (1798) by Regina Maria Roche.27 In all three novels, 
the narratives use their young heroines to call attention to the very predictability 
of the ‘machinery’ that operates their tales. These narrative ruptures can be brief 
and humorous, as when the young heroine of Lucy, immured in a ruin with her 
adoptive parents, wonders, ‘by what means did we come to this ugly old castle?’, 
echoing the thoughts of many a reader bewildered by the oversupply of ruined 
castles in the gothic landscape.28 Occasionally, they seem to call the centrality 
of the gothic setting into question; in Clermont, for example, Madeline’s new 
romantic prospects are accompanied by a complete revolution in her feelings 
from one day to the next:
How light was the step—how bright was the eye—how gay was the 
smile of Madeline when she descended the next morning to the 
breakfast parlour […] the appearance of every thing seemed changed, 
the awful gloom which had so long pervaded the apartments, was 
banished; and in the landscape before the windows Madeline now 
discovered beauties which had before escaped her notice.29
This change is so dramatic that it throws even the actual gloominess of the setting 
into doubt, suggesting that, packed as this novel is with terrifying generic set 
pieces, it is ultimately the protagonist’s emotions—her potentially unexpected 
responses to expected narrative stereotypes—that form much of its interest for 
the reader.
On other occasions, novels contain narrative interjections or tonal inconsis-
tencies that throw the status of the entire novel—its seriousness, its intended 
effect, its likely outcome—into question. When Matilda, the heroine of Castle 
Wolfenbach, finally penetrates the hidden room in the castle where a countess 
has been cruelly imprisoned, for example, we are told that she finds lines of 
poetry cut into the window with a diamond, and that these writings are ‘ex-
pressive of misery, though not of poetical talent’.30 Given that the reader has 
already been alerted that these lines are one of the most terrifying aspects of the 
castle—Matilda is warned before visiting that it contains ‘[in]scriptions […] on 
the windows, to make a body’s hair stand on end’ (p. 4)—it is difficult to know 
how to respond to this sudden cool appraisal. Taking the statement as a joke 
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undermines the whole premise of the novel as terrifying; to interpret Matilda’s 
words as seriously meant, however, places her in the role of jaded critic rather 
than compassionate heroine. Lines like this should certainly be understood in 
part as what Horner and Zlosnik have identified as gothic’s ‘Comic Turn’: that 
is, the potential for comedy that they argue ‘is intrinsic to a mode of writing 
that has been hybrid since its very inception’.31 However, I would also suggest 
that Matilda’s comment is most resonant only when it is read in context: that is, 
against a backdrop of dozens of other gothic novels in which characters compose 
poetry of questionable merit at every opportunity.32 (While the quality of gothic 
poetry is of course a matter of subjective judgment, it is tempting to read this 
line as a gentle dig at Radcliffe, whose heroines’ poetic flights are often cited as 
evidence of her genius.) Similarly, Lucy’s narrator remarks at one point that the 
eponymous heroine (while exploring a deserted underground passage) is ‘entirely 
unacquainted with any stories of ghosts and apparitions’ and thus ‘apprehend[s] 
no danger’ and is not ‘sensible of the hazards she run[s]’ (i, 76). The necessity 
for an explanation of this kind, of course, only stems from the sure awareness 
of a projected reader who will know exactly what kind of ‘story’ Lucy is in, and 
what kinds of ‘hazards’ she is sure to face in it. In all of these cases, the novels’ 
genre becomes their subject.
Although examples of this kind could be gathered endlessly, I will conclude 
this discussion with one more cluster of references from Lucy, which illustrates 
the potential range of purposes to which such metacommentary could be put. At 
the stage of the novel in which the heroine seems not yet to have recognised her 
gothic status, the narrator suggests that her lack of generic self-identification—
that is, her failure to act as the heroine of a gothic romance should do—may 
stem from a similar failure on the part of her guardians, given their unseemly 
(for the gothic) dependence on the prosaic needs of life. Upon first settling in the 
‘ugly old castle’ that Lucy wonders at, their first act is ‘planting potatoes’ (i, 4), 
and potatoes make cameo appearances surprisingly often thereafter. It is ‘while 
roasting a few potatoes’ that the couple hears the fateful footsteps of the horse-
man who abandons the infant Lucy (i, 9), and it is hunger that then motivates 
the young Lucy to rouse her mother from her stupor of grief after her father’s 
death: ‘I am very hungry’, she remarks, ‘must we all die together?’ (i, 22). Left 
alone in the castle some years later, Lucy makes a stab at typical gothic-heroine 
exploration, but finding that the path to the subterranean passages she hopes 
to explore is ‘walled up, and she could go no further’, she goes home instead, ‘to 
boil her potatoes’ (i, 30). And after the death of her foster-mother, when Lucy 
is left to fend for herself once and for all, her embarkation on the path of an 
orphan heroine is marked by her romantic refusal of all life’s necessities: ‘She 
returned to her room, alas! how gloomy, how frightful its appearance! No gentle 
friend to speak the words of kindness; no mother to instruct or amuse her […] 
she lighted no fire, boiled no potatoes, made no bed’ (i, 43). 
While my aim here is not to attempt an extended close reading of the Gothic 
Potato, I dwell on this detail at some length because of its potential to illustrate 
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some of the instabilities characteristic of Minerva’s imitative fiction. All the po-
tatoes might be read, for example, as simply clumsy writing, too-frequent reuse 
of an unfortunate image. They might also be taken as a spoof on dainty gothic 
heroines, who are seldom seen eating, and would, we imagine, scorn a meal so 
unglamorous as a home-grown potato. (The Mysteries of Udolpho, for instance, 
contains the word ‘hunger’ only three times, once in an abstract reference to 
hunger and exhaustion, and twice in scenes that mock Emily’s maidservant An-
nette for her focus on food, which both characters and narrator treat as clearly 
crass and unladylike.33 ‘Potato’, naturally, appears not at all.) There is likely some 
truth in both the careless and the parodic explanations, but I would also like to 
suggest a third: Lucy’s potatoes remind readers of the real risks of hunger and 
of the importance assumed by food in situations in which it is scarce. This last 
reading may seem the furthest fetched, given the very brief summary I offered 
above, but in fact the novel offers a great deal of evidence for it. Poverty is a 
constant threat, and the novel’s characters repeatedly take a pointed interest 
in explaining to Lucy that she will have to work to earn her living and to have 
enough to eat. In other words, the persistence of that out-of-place gothic po-
tato uses the collective aesthetics of this ‘horrifying’ genre to remind readers 
of the genuine (and much more common) horrors of hunger and poverty. The 
frequently precarious financial status of Minerva authors including Parsons, as 
Jennie Batchelor and Edward Copeland have shown,34 directly influences the 
conditions of their literary production; what passages like this one from Lucy 
suggest is that the conventions of genre can also be used to reflect upon class-
based life experiences.
Imitation beyond the Gothic
Thus far we have seen how different forms of gothic imitation allow Minerva 
authors to capitalise on their own positionality in a crowded market, maximising 
the benefits—the recognition, the publicity, the appeal—of writing in a familiar 
genre, and exploiting that seeming familiarity in order to highlight critiques 
or revisions of the genre—or the marketplace—itself. In this section, I closely 
examine one Minerva Press novel from the end of the 1790s, Mary Charlton’s 
Rosella, or Modern Occurrences (1799), to show how crucial the idea of imitation 
is to the plot and structure of the work. Rosella, like many Minerva Press novels, 
is a difficult novel to categorise. It could fairly be called a gothic parody; we 
might also read it as a satirical send-up of female readers. It also, however, reads 
for long stretches as a persuasively didactic sentimental novel, and in others 
could very easily be taken for a thoroughly gothic one. Here I read it not as an 
exemplar of any particular genre, but for the complex and multilayered ways 
its author practises literary imitation. Rosella borrows from recognisable genre 
tropes, both to satirise and to sincerely emulate them. But it goes beyond that. 
It reflects upon the material realities of its own production (literary imitation 
as a kind of mimetic realism), making the physical realities of bookmaking, 
and the crowded marketplace into which such books necessarily entered, into 
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parts of the plot.35 Thus, Rosella provides a representative example of a Minerva 
author’s imitative and intertextual relationship with other Minerva authors, 
readers and texts. Not only does the imitative mode allow authors to import 
plots, characters and even the identities of other authors into their own works, 
it renders the intertextual project explicit. The devoted readers who are merely 
implied in many other gothic fictions here make their way right into the text.
Rosella begins, even at the subtitle, by highlighting its supposedly ‘Modern’ 
sensibilities.36 Miss Sophia Beauclerc, at the novel’s opening, finds herself ‘in 
one of the fashionable streets at the west end of the metropolis’ (i, 1); more to 
the satirical point, this young lady is immediately identified as a female quixote, 
foolishly addicted to contemporary novels. The opening scenes of Rosella predate 
the eponymous heroine’s birth; as we soon discover, Miss Beauclerc is in the 
midst of a fiction-inspired and friend-abetted elopement with an unsuitable lover. 
Both Sophia and her friend, the equally novel-addicted Selina, derive immense 
enjoyment from imagining themselves to be gothic heroines. Charlton plays up 
the humour of their heroic self-perception, but she also grounds the satire in the 
mechanisms of popular readership. Looking in the mirror, Sophia enjoys the
elevated pleasure of beholding in propria persona a heroine in the 
bloom of youth, emerging into those delightful, mysterious, and 
sentimental situations which so agreeably occupy the imagination, 
when viewed within the inclosure of a tremendous breadth of mar-
gin, and cased in a surtout of marbled paper, extremely soiled by the 
devotion of the curious. (i, 9)
In its ironic emphasis on the materiality of the popular circulating-library novel, 
Rosella invokes the fictions it mocks and whose conditions of production it in 
fact shared. 
No reader familiar with the quixotic tradition will be surprised to learn that 
the young heroine’s escapade does not go smoothly. Despite Sophia’s parents’ 
refusal to spurn her in traditional literary fashion—instead, upon discovering 
her elopement, they place an ad in the paper requesting her to return home, 
‘where she will be received with kindness and indulgence’ (i, 32–33)—her love 
affair with the feckless and indebted Raymond ends in his death and her own 
pregnancy. Both her impending motherhood and the fact of her brief marriage 
are hastily hushed up by her concerned parents; the child—Rosella—is shipped 
off for fostering; and Selina and Sophia both return home, somewhat chastened 
but, as we soon learn, no wiser for the experience.
If the story ended here, Rosella would be an entertaining and relatively simple 
rewriting of the female quixote trope. As the title suggests, however, this tidy 
plot—which fills only the first hundred pages or so—is merely the prelude to 
the central story of the novel. As the action begins to unfold, we find ourselves 
in what seems to be a parody of a parodic novel (or, to put it in the terms I have 
thus far been using, an imitation of an imitation): now it is the innocent Rosella 
(innocent of moral error as well as of excessive novel reading) who is the heroine, 
and Selina and Sophia, grown up into Mrs Ellinger and Miss Beauclerc, who 
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are the ‘authors’ of her melodramatic escapades. Charlton misses no opportun-
ity to reiterate gothic and sentimental stereotypes through the musings of 
Selina and Sophia, but she also repeatedly emphasises the active, writerly role 
these two ladies take in creating their own novelistic tale, as Sophia recounts 
Rosella’s adventures in lengthy letters to her friend. Where Rosella’s natural 
inclinations and experiences, like Lucy’s in Parsons’s earlier novel, do not align 
with her status as heroine, her guardians do their best to alter them, a process 
that necessitates such steps as the purchase of a harp, voice lessons and removal 
to a country estate: ‘her progress in celebrity and heroism […] [was] not to be 
attained in the odious metropolis’ (i, 124).
Charlton and Rosella’s two guardians all seem eminently conscious of the 
story’s potential for metanarrative, and scenes are often deliberately contrived 
to highlight this aspect of the plot. Miss Beauclerc’s constant writing, as she 
narrates Rosella’s day-to-day activities, is described as an activity that is in itself 
dependent on reading: ‘Miss Beauclerc wrote her interesting narrative, and read 
another equally interesting from the large packet of books she had brought with 
her from her Circulating Library’ (ii, 29–30). Fiction is thus presented not just 
as a creative endeavour, but as an intermediary between readers and other nov-
els. Readers within the novel—Sophia and Selina—use fiction to learn how to 
write and how to live; at the same time, actual readers of Rosella are invited to 
use the novel to test the breadth of their own reading, and possibly to envision 
themselves as future Minerva Press authors.37 Rosella gets endless comic mileage 
out of Miss Beauclerc’s dissatisfaction when her life fails to unfold like a novel 
plot. She is disappointed to find
little to interest her attention on a well-frequented turnpike road, 
where the moonlight walks of fair ladies would probably terminate 
uncouthly, from their being run over by mail-coaches, or being 
knocked down and robbed in a common vulgar way by a footpad (ii, 6)
and she makes herself dangerously ill when she insists on sitting up through the 
night (as a heroine would) to record one of her escapades for posterity (ii, 194).
The satirical force of these humorous but relatively predictable scenes is, 
however, continually undermined by the tendency of the story to veer beyond 
the pale of realism straight into the melodramatically fictional zones that the 
narrator so frequently mocks. Though Rosella consistently serves as the sensible 
foil to her guardians’ bizarre machinations, her unquixotic nature does not 
safeguard her from becoming embroiled in countless scenarios of unmatched 
literary stereotype. Forced by her guardian to violate the rules of prudence and 
politeness to pursue a potential hero, for example, Rosella ends up caught in 
what is surely the most dramatic thunderstorm of the century, and is obliged to 
take refuge in a mountain hovel that turns out to be the hideaway of precisely 
the stranger she set out to find. Secretive and melodramatic, this young man 
conceals a tormented past, writes Rosella confessional letters signed ‘a wretch’, 
and ultimately dies in exile (ii, 68). Later in the novel, Rosella finds a scene equal 
to Clermont in its gothic excess, after arriving at an abandoned house where, 
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she learns, the master has just died at midnight (ii, 99–100). Subplots like this 
constantly take over the novel’s satirical momentum, embracing the attractions 
of gothic machinery with all the verve of a circulating-library devotee. The 
surprise climax of Volume Three, and the turning-point of the entire novel, is 
the conspiracy-laden arrest and institutionalisation of Miss Beauclerc for insan-
ity, leaving Rosella just as alone and unprotected as any other orphan heroine.
Rosella teeters, in other words, on precisely the same imitative axis as the 
gothic novels I examined in the previous sections. In addition to continually 
treading the thin line between generic expectation and parody, real life and 
fiction, Charlton troubles the notion of pure and genteel terror (of the kind 
that critics so often praised in Radcliffe’s works) with frequent references to 
the horrors of poverty, illness and social inequality. In these moments, Miss 
Beauclerc’s novel addiction is not problematic so much for its silliness as for its 
tendency to make her, for example, dismiss the tragedy of a peasant woman left 
widowed and penniless when it turns out that her father ‘instead of being the 
ennobled Lord of a fine old castle, containing a fine old skeleton, and a fine old 
mysterious manuscript, was no other than a wretched fisherman who caught 
and cured herrings’ (iii, 41). Poor children here are ragged and dirty rather than 
beautiful and politely mannered; underpaid clerks gaze out of their ‘very dirty 
grim window’ onto ‘a marvellous foul cinder heap, which the elevated notions 
of the lady of the mansion prevented her from observing’ (i, 155); and landlords 
offer chivalrous assistance only when they are confident that they will be well 
recompensed for their pains. Even more than Lucy, Rosella uses genre standards 
to reinsert concrete financial concerns into fictional scenes. Social critique thus 
intersects directly with humorous revision of genre norms; the dependence of 
the critique on the familiar stereotypes of popular fiction, however, means that 
without knowledge of the latter, the point of the former is likely to be missed. 
Imitation is about genre critique (and genre perpetuation, and genre revision), 
but it can also be about social critique. Writing novels is one way to make a living, 
many financially struggling authors remind us, and the distance some literary 
characters appear to have from the necessities of everyday survival becomes yet 
another theme to rewrite. 
These fictional gambits depend on readerly familiarity with genre norms. It 
is perhaps unsurprising, then, that though Miss Beauclerc is the object of many 
of the novel’s jokes, and supposedly represents the cautionary tale at which the 
reader is meant to laugh, Rosella also contains many passages in which the reader 
is invited to identify with her. Early in the novel, after Rosella has met with 
some malicious gossip, the narrators tells us that Miss Beauclerc 
was, in fact, not displeased that Rosella, beloved as she was, should 
become the object of transient malevolence and misrepresentation. 
Was there indeed a single heroine in the great circle of her reading, 
who had escaped them?—Not one of any celebrity. (i, 297)
The first response to this may well be laughter: obviously, we think, such a 
passage is designed to highlight Miss Beauclerc’s terrible shortcomings as a 
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mother. But it also has quite a different effect, in that a reader who has any 
knowledge whatsoever of fictional heroines will likely acknowledge the truth 
of her statement. Miss Beauclerc may be an unfit parent, but she is also, by this 
literary logic, correct. Thus, the more novels the reader of Rosella has read, the 
more she will find herself aligned (in knowledge, if not in behaviour) with the 
novel’s ostensible scapegoat.
Nor is such identification purely abstract. Throughout Rosella, Miss Beauclerc 
discusses specific plot points, characters and incidents from other novels she has 
read, in order to compare them to the situation at hand. The scenes are often 
stereotypical or comically melodramatic, as one might expect; what might not be 
so immediately apparent, however, is that they are also often referencing actual 
contemporary novels. When Miss Beauclerc describes the ‘captivating heroine 
[…] who made a pedestrian tour on the Continent of more than eight hundred 
miles, in pursuance of the dictates of “Plain Sense” ’ (ii, 173–74),38 readers would 
likely have thought of the best-selling Minerva Press novel Plain Sense (1795), 
which reached at least three editions in the 1790s. Similarly, when we are told 
that in Miss Beauclerc’s favourite reading spot she ‘relished more particularly 
the descriptive progress of the loves of all the Ethelindas, the Jemimas, the 
Fredericas, and the Georgianas, with all their panics, their castles, and their 
visions’ (i, 125), we may not now recognise that these names refer specifically to 
heroines in different popular novels published in the 1790s, some published by 
the Minerva Press and some not.39 When Miss Beauclerc asks Rosella, ‘in the 
charming new novel we lately read, did not a very amiable, honest, and moral man 
introduce a very lovely young stranger to his wife and daughters, as their niece 
and cousin’, she is not merely justifying her own point of view; this description 
(and the entire page-long plot summary that follows it) also serves as a hint to 
all of Rosella’s readers who have also read the seven-volume novel in question, 
The Beggar Girl and her Benefactors (1797), by Anna Maria Bennett (ii, 244). 
Miss Beauclerc’s assurance of Rosella’s safety in the first quotation is, then, 
not quite as ridiculous as it sounds at first—the novels she is thinking of are real, 
popular and commercially available, and her constant references to them are 
intended to trigger recognition in the experienced reader. That reader, in turn, 
recognises Rosella itself as another Minerva novel, with identifiable conventions, 
and rests assured that Rosella will indeed be safe at the end of the novel, regard-
less of what dangers she faces in the meantime. Miss Beauclerc’s delusions are 
thus recast as entirely reasonable generic expectations. We might, in a sense, see 
Rosella as an extended meditation on the readerly—and authorial—security to 
be found in predictability, with the novel’s frequent metanarratives serving as 
a reminder that the comfort of knowing a beloved character will end happily 
may also be precisely what is required to secure another kind of comfort: that 
of knowing that a sympathetic audience eagerly awaits one’s new novel. The 
novel, the reader, the author and the market intersect within the matrix of genre. 
Nevertheless, Rosella also reminds us that predictability may be a precondition 
for risk-taking: the surprising, the ironic and the bizarre proliferate in this 
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novel because of, not despite, its familiar outlines, suggesting that, as Rosella’s 
readers surely already knew, genre conventions enable—or reveal—reinvention 
as frequently as they stifle it.
Knowing Fictions
As Deidre Lynch has argued, ‘Gothic fictions […] produced a nation of know-
ing readers […] [t]his knowingness bespoke the repeatability of this fiction’s 
formulae’.40 Just what did those knowing readers know? As the Minerva novels 
I have examined here suggest, one of the most salient characteristics of the 
Romantic-era novel is a hyperconsciousness of other novels. Materially and 
textually, these books and their ‘marbled paper’ casings represent a vast and 
mobile fictional field, in which circulating libraries facilitate the movement of 
texts from reader to reader, and the texts themselves evoke the very milieu(s) 
in which they move. If we acknowledge that Minerva’s authors were engaged 
in a deeply imitative and intertextual writing practice, what does that mean for 
us as critics? Given the broadness of the field and the obscurity of most of the 
works involved, it can be a challenge for a twenty-first-century reader to achieve 
the depth of fictional knowledge of a Catherine Morland or a Sophia Beauclerc. 
Some references are hard to miss, even if one does not know the original; count-
less others, however, are subtle, invisible to a less-expert reader (there are quite a 
number of references in Rosella that I have yet to identify, and likely still more 
that I have not even recognised as such). We must read, and read broadly, to 
catch examples of imitativeness like these. 
If a reader encounters a plot in which a heroine is shocked to learn that her 
guardian-turned-love-interest may be her father (as readers of the 1818 Minerva 
novel Genevieve; or, the Orphan’s Visit will do), she will receive an explicit hint of 
the intertextual issues at play when another character alerts the heroine that the 
problem she is facing has been encountered before: specifically, in a work called 
The False Friend: A Domestic Story (which, though the character does not share 
this information, and appears to be somewhat misinformed as to the details of 
the plot, is in fact a 1799 work by Mary Robinson). But only extended reading 
will reveal that this plot twist, in a wide variety of manifestations, actually fea-
tures in multiple novels of the period, and that the variations in its construction 
and resolution not only challenge stereotypes about the sentimental novel, but 
comment on the issues of class and gender raised by intergenerational (and po-
tentially incestuous) romance. Characters from Fielding’s Charles Grandison pop 
up in 1810s novels; novels are published in hasty response to earlier novels; and 
numerous novels feature young authors in the act of attempting publication.41
As my earlier readings have suggested, the ramifications of this kind of 
imitative practice extend far beyond issues of plot. If the novelist Robert 
Bage repeatedly refers to his projected readers as explicitly female in his two 
Minerva Press novels (of 1792 and 1796), the significance of the claim, and its 
relationship to the realities and stereotypes of Romantic readership, only comes 
into view when we contrast it with differently gendered portrayals of readers 
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in other works of the period, and, perhaps, most strikingly, with the sharply 
divergent portrayal in Bage’s earlier novels of an English nation in which ‘all 
people read’.42 In the fiction of this period we see not only countless portrayals 
of reading and writing, but reflections—which, we should be aware, may also 
ultimately be reshapings—of the physical ways that literature instantiates and 
circulates. These references are often real and specific; at other times they may 
be red herrings (as with Bage’s supposedly newly female readership) or simply 
erroneous.43 But in all of these cases, they serve a specific function: they invoke 
the authority of a large body of fellow texts and large numbers of fellow readers, 
making the reader feel part of a complex literary community that bridges real 
and fictional worlds across time. As critics, we must consider the historicity of 
this community in order to understand the aims and effects of fiction written 
in a climate of fictional abundance.
Invoking implied readers obviously necessitates a certain speculative leap: 
no matter how persuasive the evidence may be, the structures of a novel itself 
can never tell us for certain how its actual readers received it. In Rosella’s case, 
however, the patterns so provocatively suggested by the novel itself are also 
substantiated by the material form of one of the novel’s surviving copies. In the 
British Library’s copy of Rosella, a real reader has left marginal notes and annota-
tions throughout, many of which explicitly respond to the novel’s intertextual 
references.44 In one typical passage, Miss Beauclerc is described as wishing to 
explore the palace of Edinburgh, ‘where she had lately read a beautiful young 
creature had been immured from the ardent gaze of her lovers’ (ii, 216). Plac-
ing a firm ‘X’ beside this line, the reader then identifies the plot as that of ‘The 
Beggar girl by Mrs Bennet’. Elsewhere, the anonymous reader calls attention to 
another Minerva Press author: where the narrator refers to that ‘grand, minute, 
superb, sentimental, overbearing, manoeuvring lady of doubtful fame, Madame 
G——s’, this reader helpfully writes in ‘Genlis’: that is, the author of Castle of 
Kolmeras, discussed in the previous section (ii, 248–49). The same imitative 
plots, repeated and re-appropriated, create a frame of literary reference within 
which this reader locates herself and her reading practices.
When critical observers referred to literary ‘imitators’, then, they were not 
necessarily wrong. The critics who complained that ‘Richardson, Fielding, Smol-
let, and Sterne, were the Wedgewoods of their days; and the imitators that have 
since started up in the same line, exceed all power of calculation!’ were likely as 
accurate (which is to say, partially) as those who bemoaned the countless ‘imita-
tors of Radcliffe’. 45 When a writer in the Monthly Review remarks, ‘With due 
respect to the memory of Fielding, we cannot but think that his Tom Jones 
has produced more imitators of his vices, than of his virtues’,46 or the author of 
The Mystic Cottager of Chamouny [sic] (1794) is said to ‘imitat[e], though very 
feebly, the tender simplicity of Sterne’,47 we ought to recognise the essential 
genre affinities potentially revealed by these claims, even as we challenge their 
pejorative valences. For, what both this kind of criticism and, frequently, that 
of subsequent scholarship has come to obscure is how openly and purposively 
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many of Minerva’s novelists practised the art of literary imitation, and how 
widely the practice spread, beyond the gothic, and beyond the press itself. The 
eighteenth century’s many ‘imitators’ cannot be summed up simply as time-
strapped and idea-pressed authors unself-consciously banging out rote copies 
of famous books, and lacking the time and the talent to do otherwise. While 
examples can certainly be found which support this cynical assessment, such a 
blanket dismissal prevents us from seeing the effects on the works themselves, 
just as it makes it impossible to consider the field of popular fiction at large as 
an eighteenth- or nineteenth-century reader would actually have experienced 
it. In an age of literary multiplicity, then as now, imitation offers us one way to 
think about the complex relationships between novels, and a means to consider 
the ways that sheer numerousness (and its potential corollaries: popularity, eco-
nomic power, cultural influence) can give authors themselves a way of asserting 
themselves in the marketplace. What the Romantic era’s ‘knowing’ novel readers 
certainly knew, then, is that fiction is, to a great extent, about fictionality, and 
that imitation, in all its forms, is a part of its ongoing negotiations between 
readerly expectation and authorial innovation. •
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